
CHALLENGE

CLIENT CASE STUDY

A global aircraft lessor wanted to integrate the 
detailed information recorded in the lease-

related documentation stored on SharePoint® 
with the lessor’s fleet data maintained in 

Leasepoint®. 

Zeevo professionals worked with the lessor to 
implement a solution to extract lease file 

information from SharePoint and fleet details 
from Leasepoint to integrate both sets of data 

for use with business intelligence tools.

APPROACH

▸ Solution used lease-related file details, including 
metadata, sourced from SharePoint and integrated 

with fleet data from Leasepoint

▸ Designed and implemented a Windows service to 

extract the SharePoint fleet file details using the 

available office 365 APIs

▸ Developed and implemented new business 

intelligence reports and dashboards to enable users to 
search for and view fleet-related SharePoint file details  

ZEEVO’S VALUE ADD

▸ In-depth knowledge of Leasepoint, including system 
configuration and the underlying data model

▸ In-depth knowledge of available office 365 APIs 

▸ Designed, developed, tested, and implemented the data 

extraction and the requested business intelligence 

reports and dashboards

WHY ZEEVO? 

Our experience and expertise

Our style and passion

Our team of professionals

Our commitment to a strategic relationship
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Integrating SharePoint Lease File Details 
with Leasepoint Fleet Data 

OUTCOME

▸ The client benefited from the fully automated extraction 
and integration of SharePoint file details with Leasepoint

fleet data

▸ Delivered solution enabled the lessor’s contracts and 

commercial teams to search for and view different 

categories of fleet-related documentation stored in 
SharePoint

▸ Delivered a series of robust fleet reports and dashboards 
combining file detail from SharePoint and fleet data 

from Leasepoint

▸
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